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(57) ABSTRACT 

A computer system comprising at least tWo processing sets. 
Each processing set includes main memory. A bridge con 
nects the processing sets. At least a ?rst processing set 
further including a dirty memory having dirty indicators for 
indicating dirtied blocks of the main memory of the ?rst 
processing set. The bridge includes a direct memory access 
controller that is operable to copy blocks of the ?rst pro 
cessing set indicated in the dirty memory to the main 
memory of another processing set. The processors do not, 
therefore, need to carry out the copying, Whereby the 
processor overhead associated thereWith can be avoided, 
increasing the ef?ciency of memory reintegration. The direct 
memory access controller can be arranged to search the dirty 
memory for dirty indicators indicative of dirtied blocks. 
Alternatively, the dirty memory can include control logic 
operable to search the dirty memory for dirty indicators 
indicative of dirtied blocks. The direct memory access 
controller can be arranged to instigate a search of the dirty 
memory. 

29 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets 
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PROCESSOR STATE REINTEGRATION 
USING BRIDGE DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS 

CONTROLLER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to an apparatus and method for 
processor state reintegration. 

The invention ?nds particular, but not exclusive, appli 
cation to fault tolerant computer systems such as lockstep 
fault tolerant computers Which use multiple subsystems that 
run identically. 

In such lockstep fault tolerant computer systems, the 
outputs of the subsystems are compared Within the computer 
and, if the outputs differ, some exceptional repair action is 
taken. 

US. Pat. No. 5,953,742 describes a fault tolerant com 
puter system that includes a plurality of synchronous pro 
cessing sets operating in lockstep. Each processing set 
comprises one or more processors and memory. The com 
puter system includes a fault detector for detecting a fault 
event and for generating a fault signal. When a lockstep fault 
occurs, state is captured, diagnosis is carried out and the 
faulty processing set is identi?ed and taken of?ine. When the 
processing set is replaced a Processor Re Integration Process 
(PRI) is performed, the main component of Which is copying 
the memory from the Working processing set to the replace 
ment for the faulty one. A special memory unit is provided 
that is used to indicate the pages of memory in the process 
ing sets that have been Written to (i.e. dirtied) and is knoWn 
as a ‘dirty memory’, or ‘dirty RAM’. (Although the term 
“dirty RAM” is used in this document, and such a memory 
is typically implemented using Random Access Memory 
(RAM), it should be noted that any other type of Writable 
storage technology could be used.) SoftWare accesses the 
dirty RAM to check Which pages are dirty, and can Write to 
it directly to change the status of a page to dirty or clean. 
HardWare automatically changes to ‘dirty’ the state of the 
record for any page of main memory that is Written to. The 
PRI process consists of tWo parts: a stealthy part and a ?nal 
part. During Stealthy PRI the Working processing set is still 
running the operating system, the Whole of memory is 
copied once and Whilst this is going on, the dirty RAM is 
used to record Which pages are Written to (dirtied). Subse 
quent iterations only copy those pages that have been dirtied 
during the previous pass. 

International patent application WO 99/66402 relates to a 
bridge for a fault tolerant computer system that includes 
multiple processing sets. The bridge monitors the operation 
of the processing sets and is responsive to a loss of lockstep 
betWeen the processing sets to enter an error mode. It is 
operable, folloWing a lockstep error, to attempt reintegration 
of the memory of the processing sets With the aim of 
restarting a lockstep operating mode. As part of the mecha 
nism for attempting reintegration, the bridge includes a dirty 
RAM for identifying memory pages that are dirty and need 
to be copied in order to reestablish a common state for the 
memories of the processing sets. 

In the previously proposed systems, the dirty RAM com 
prises a bit map having a dirty bit for each block, or page, 
of memory. HoWever, With a trend to increasing siZe of main 
memory and a desire to track dirtied areas of memory to a 
?ner granularity (eg 1 KB) to minimise the amount of 
memory that needs to be copied, the siZe of the dirty RAM 
needed to track memory modi?cations is increasing. There 
is a continuing trend to increase memory siZe. For example 
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2 
main memories in the processing sets of a systems of the 
type described above have typically been of the order of 8 
GB, but are tending to increase to 32 GB or more, for 
eXample to 128 GB and beyond. At the same time, as 
mentioned above, there is a desire to reduce the granularity 
of dirtied regions to less than the typical 8 KB page siZe 
(e.g., to 1 This is to minimise the copy bandWidth 
required to integrate a neW processing set. 

With the increasing siZe of main memory and/or the 
reduced page siZes, the number of bits, and consequently the 
siZe of the dirty RAM that is needed to track memory 
changes can become large. As a result of this, the time 
needed to search the dirty RAM to identify pages that may 
have been modi?ed and Will need to be re-copied, can 
increase to a point that it impacts on the time taken to 
re-integrate the main memory in the processing sets. 
Another problem that can occur is increased risk of errors in 
the dirty RAM. 

Accordingly, an aim of the present invention is to reduce 
the processor time taken needed to reintegrate the memory 
of multiple processing sets. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Particular and preferred aspects of the invention are set 
out in the accompanying independent and dependent claims. 

In one aspect, the invention provides a computer system 
comprising at least tWo processing sets. Each processing set 
includes main memory. A bridge connects the processing 
sets. At least a ?rst processing set further including a dirty 
memory having dirty indicators for indicating dirtied blocks 
of the main memory of the ?rst processing set. The bridge 
includes a direct memory access controller that is operable 
to copy blocks of the ?rst processing set indicated in the 
dirty memory to the main memory of another processing set. 
By using the direct memory access controller to copy 

dirtied blocks of memory from one processing set to another, 
the processor does not need to carry out the copying, 
Whereby the processor overhead associated thereWith can be 
avoided, increasing the ef?ciency of memory reintegration. 
The direct memory access controller can be operable to 

search the dirty memory for dirty indicators indicative of 
dirtied blocks. 

Preferably, hoWever, the dirty memory comprises control 
logic operable to search the dirty memory for dirty indica 
tors indicative of dirtied blocks. The control logic is oper 
able to output references to the dirtied blocks of the main 
memory to be copied. Preferably the control logic is oper 
able to buffer references to the dirtied blocks of the main 
memory to be copied. Providing the control logic With the 
dirty memory reduces unnecessary bus traf?c. 

In an embodiment of the invention, the references to the 
dirtied blocks are addresses for the dirtied blocks. 
Preferably, a block of main memory can be a page of main 
memory. Each dirty indicator is preferably a single bit. 
The direct memory access controller is preferably oper 

able to instigate a search of the dirty memory for dirty 
indicators indicative of dirtied blocks to avoid the processor 
overhead in instigating the search. 

In an embodiment of the invention, each processing set 
includes a dirty memory. 
The processing sets can be operable in lockstep, With the 

computer system comprising logic operable to attempt to 
reinstate an equivalent memory state in the main memory 
(i.e. to reintegrate the main memory) of each of the proces 
sor folloWing a lockstep error. 
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Another aspect of the invention provides a method of 
reintegrating the main memory of a computer system that 
includes at least tWo processing sets, each of Which includes 
main memory and a bridge connecting the processing sets. 
The method includes recording an indicator of a block of 
main memory of a ?rst processing set that has been dirtied 
in a dirty memory in the ?rst processing set. It also includes 
a direct memory access controller in the bridge copying 
blocks of the ?rst processing set indicated in the dirty 
memory to the main memory of another processing set. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

EXemplary embodiments of the present invention Will be 
described hereinafter, by Way of eXample only, With refer 
ence to the accompanying draWings in Which like reference 
signs relate to like elements and in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic overvieW of a fault tolerant com 
puter system incorporating an embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic overvieW of a speci?c implemen 
tation of a system based on that of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of one implementa 
tion of a processing set; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of another eXample 
of a processing set; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a further process 
ing set; 

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an eXample of a 
bridge for the system of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram of control logic of the 
bridge of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is a state diagram illustrating operational states of 
the bridge of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 9 is a How diagram illustrating stages in the opera 
tion of the bridge of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 10 is a How diagram of a re-integration process 
including the monitoring of a dirty RAM; 

FIG. 11 illustrates a ?rst eXample of a tWo level hierar 
chical dirty RAM; 

FIG. 11A illustrates a Word format for a particular imple 
mentation of a dirty RAM; 

FIG. 12 is a How diagram illustrating the operation of the 
dirty RAM; 

FIG. 13 is a schematic block diagram of control logic for 
implementing integrated search logic for a dirty RAM; 

FIG. 14 illustrates an eXample of a dirty RAM With 
parallel search engines; 

FIG. 15 is a schematic representation of a dirty memory 
subsystem With redundant storage of dirty indicators; 

FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of a fault tolerant com 
puter system With a direct memory access controller for page 
reintegration; and 

FIG. 17 is a schematic representation of a dirty memory 
With more than tWo hierarchical stages. 

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICULAR 
EMBODIMENTS 

EXemplary embodiments of the present invention are 
described in the folloWing With reference to the accompa 
nying draWings. This embodiment is based on a fault toler 
ant computer system that includes multiple processing sets 
and a bridge of the type described in WO 99/66402, but 
modi?ed to include a dirty memory (or dirty RAM) asso 
ciated With each processing set. It Will be appreciated from 
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4 
the folloWing hoWever, that this is merely an eXemplary 
embodiment and that the invention is not limited to such an 
application. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic overvieW of a fault tolerant com 
puting system 10 comprising a plurality of CPUsets 
(processing sets) 14 and 16 and a bridge 12. As shoWn in 
FIG. 1, there are tWo processing sets 14 and 16, although in 
other examples there may be three or more processing sets. 
The bridge 12 forms an interface betWeen the processing 
sets and I/O devices such as devices 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32. 
In this document, the term “processing set” is used to denote 
a group of one or more processors, possibly including 
memory, Which output and receive common outputs and 
inputs. It should be noted that the alternative term mentioned 
above, “CPUset”, could be used instead, and that these terms 
could be used interchangeably throughout this document. 
Also, it should be noted that the term “bridge” is used to 
denote any device, apparatus or arrangement suitable for 
interconnecting tWo or more buses of the same or different 

types. 
The ?rst processing set 14 is connected to the bridge 12 

via a ?rst processing set I/O bus (PA bus) 24, in the present 
instance a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus. 
The second processing set 16 is connected to the bridge 12 
via a second processing set I/O bus (PB bus) 26 of the same 
type as the PA bus 24 (i.e. here a PCI bus). The I/O devices 
are connected to the bridge 12 via a device I/O bus (D bus) 
22, in the present instance also a PCI bus. 

Although, in the particular eXample described, the buses 
22, 24 and 26 are all PCI buses, this is merely by Way of 
example, and in other eXamples other bus protocols may be 
used and the D-bus 22 may have a different protocol from 
that of the PA bus and the PB bus (P buses) 24 and 26. 
The processing sets 14 and 16 and the bridge 12 are 

operable in synchronism under the control of a common 
clock 20, Which is connected thereto by clock signal lines 
21. 
Some of the devices including an Ethernet (E-NET) 

interface 28 and a Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) 
interface 29 are permanently connected to the device bus 22, 
but other I/O devices such as I/O devices 30, 31 and 32 can 
be hot insertable into individual sWitched slots 33, 34 and 
35. Dynamic ?eld effect transistor (FET) sWitching can be 
provided for the slots 33, 34 and 35 to enable hot insert 
ability of the devices such as devices 30, 31 and 32. The 
provision of the FETs enables an increase in the length of the 
D bus 22 as only those devices that are active are sWitched 
on, reducing the effective total bus length. It Will be appre 
ciated that the number of I/O devices that may be connected 
to the D bus 22, and the number of slots provided for them, 
can be adjusted according to a particular implementation in 
accordance With speci?c design requirements. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic overvieW of a particular implemen 
tation of a fault tolerant computer employing a bridge 
structure of the type illustrated in FIG. 1. In FIG. 2, the fault 
tolerant computer system includes a plurality (here four) of 
bridges 12 on ?rst and second I/ O motherboards (MB 40 and 
MB 42) order to increase the number of I/O devices that may 
be connected and also to improve reliability and redundancy. 
Thus, in the eXample shoWn in FIG. 2, tWo processing sets 
14 and 16 are each provided on a respective processing set 
board 44 and 46, With the processing set boards 44 and 46 
‘bridging’ the I/O motherboards MB 40 and MB 42. A?rst, 
master clock source 20A is mounted on the ?rst motherboard 
40 and a second, slave clock source 20B is mounted on the 
second motherboard 42. Clock signals are supplied to the 
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processing set boards 44 and 46 via respective connections 
(not shoWn in FIG. 2). 

First and second bridges 12.1 and 12.2 are mounted on the 
?rst I/O motherboard 40. The ?rst bridge 12.1 is connected 
to the processing sets 14 and 16 by P buses 24.1 and 26.1, 
respectively. Similarly, the second bridge 12.2 is connected 
to the processing sets 14 and 16 by P buses 24.2 and 26.2, 
respectively. The bridge 12.1 is connected to an I/O databus 
(D bus) 22.1 and the bridge 12.2 is connected to an I/O 
databus (D bus) 22.2. 

Third and fourth bridges 12 .3 and 12.4 are mounted on the 
second I/O motherboard 42. The bridge 12.3 is connected to 
the processing sets 14 and 16 by P buses 24.3 and 26.3, 
respectively. Similarly, the bridge 4 is connected to the 
processing sets 14 and 16 by P buses 24.4 and 26.4, 
respectively. The bridge 12.3 is connected to an I/O databus 
(D bus) 22.3 and the bridge 12.4 is connected to an I/O 
databus (D bus) 22.4. 

It can be seen that the arrangement shoWn in FIG. 2 can 
enable a large number of I/O devices to be connected to the 
tWo processing sets 14 and 16 via the D buses 22.1, 22.2, 
22.3 and 22.4 for either increasing the range of I/O devices 
available, or providing a higher degree of redundancy, or 
both. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic overvieW of one possible con?gu 
ration of a processing set, such as the processing set 14 of 
FIG. 1. The processing set 16 could have the same con?gu 
ration. In FIG. 3, a plurality of processors (here four) 52 is 
connected by one or more buses 54 to a processing set bus 
controller 50. A dirty RAM (dirty memory (DM)) 55 is also 
connected to the bus(es) 54. As shoWn in FIG. 3, one or more 
processing set output buses 24 are connected to the process 
ing set bus controller 50, each processing set output bus 24 
being connected to a respective bridge 12. For eXample, in 
the arrangement of FIG. 1, only one processing set I/O bus 
(P bus) 24 Would be provided, Whereas in the arrangement 
of FIG. 2, four such processing set I/O buses (P buses) 24 
Would be provided. In the processing set 14 shoWn in FIG. 
3, individual processors operate using the common memory 
56, and receive inputs and provide outputs on the common 
P bus(es) 24. 

FIG. 4 is an alternative con?guration of a processing set, 
such as the processing set 14 of FIG. 1. Here a plurality of 
processor/memory groups 61 is connected to a common 
internal bus 64. Each processor/memory group 61 includes 
one or more processors 62 and associated memory 66 
connected to an internal group bus 63. A dirty RAM (dirty 
memory (DM)) 65 is also connected to each internal group 
bus 63. An interface 67 connects the internal group bus 63 
to the common internal bus 64. As an alternative to provid 
ing the separate dirty RAMs 65 connected to each of the 
internal group buses 63, a single dirty RAM could be 
connected to the common internal bus 64. In the arrange 
ment shoWn in FIG. 4, individual processing groups, With 
each of the processors 62 and associated memory 66 are 
connected via a common internal bus 64 to a processing set 
bus controller 60. The interfaces 67 enable a processor 62 of 
one processing group to operate not only on the data in its 
local memory 66, but also in the memory of another pro 
cessing group 61 Within the processing set 14. The process 
ing set bus controller 60 provides a common interface 
betWeen the common internal bus 64 and the processing set 
I/O bus(es) (P bus(es)) 24 connected to the bridge(s) 12. It 
should be noted that although only tWo processing groups 61 
are shoWn in FIG. 4, it Will be appreciated that such a 
structure is not limited to this number of processing groups. 
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6 
FIG. 5 illustrates an alternative con?guration of a pro 

cessing set, such as the processing set 14 of FIG. 1. Here a 
simple processing set includes a single processor 72 and 
associated memory 76 connected via a common bus 74 to a 
processing set bus controller 70. A dirty RAM (dirty 
memory (DM)) 75 is also connected to the common bus 74. 
The processing set bus controller 70 provides an interface 
betWeen the internal bus 74 and the processing set I/O 
bus(es) (P bus(es)) 24 for connection to the bridge(s) 12. 

Accordingly, it Will be appreciated from FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 
that the processing set may have many different forms and 
that the particular choice of a particular processing set 
structure can be made on the basis of the processing require 
ment of a particular application and the degree of redun 
dancy required. In the folloWing description, it is assumed 
that the processing sets 14 and 16 referred to have a structure 
as shoWn in FIG. 5, although it Will be appreciated that 
another form of processing set could be provided. Also, 
although the construction and operation of the dirty RAM 75 
for the structure shoWn in FIG. 5 Will be described, it Will be 
appreciated that the dirty RAM(s) of the eXamples shoWn in 
FIG. 3 and 4 could have equivalent constructions and 
operations. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic functional overvieW of the bridge 12 
of FIG. 1. 

First and second processing set I/O bus interfaces, PA bus 
interface 84 and PB bus interface 86, are connected to the PA 
and PB buses 24 and 26, respectively. A device I/O bus 
interface, D bus interface 82, is connected to the D bus 22. 
It should be noted that the PA, PB and D bus interfaces need 
not be con?gured as separate elements but could be incor 
porated in other elements of the bridge. Accordingly, Within 
the conteXt of this document, Where a references is made to 
a bus interface, this does not require the presence of a 
speci?c separate component, but rather the capability of the 
bridge to connect to the bus concerned, for eXample by 
means of physical or logical bridge connections for the lines 
of the buses concerned. 

Routing (hereinafter termed a routing matrix) 80 is con 
nected via a ?rst internal path 94 to the PA bus interface 84 
and via a second internal path 96 to the PB bus interface 86. 
The routing matriX 80 is further connected via a third 
internal path 92 to the D bus interface 82. The routing matriX 
80 is thereby able to provide I/O bus transaction routing in 
both directions betWeen the PA and PB bus interfaces 84 and 
86. It is also able to provide routing in both directions 
betWeen one or both of the PA and PB bus interfaces and the 
D bus interface 82. The routing matriX 80 is connected via 
a further internal path 100 to storage control logic 90. The 
storage control logic 90 controls access to bridge registers 
110 and to a random access memory (SRAM) 126. The 
routing matriX 80 is therefore also operable to provide 
routing in both directions betWeen the PA, PB and D bus 
interfaces 84, 86 and 82 and the storage control logic 90. The 
routing matriX 80 is controlled by bridge control logic 88 
over control paths 98 and 99. The bridge control logic 88 is 
responsive to control signals, data and addresses on internal 
paths 93, 95 and 97, and also to clock signals on the clock 
line(s) 21. 

In the present example, each of the P buses (PA bus 24 and 
PB bus 26) operates under a PCI protocol. The processing 
set bus controllers 50 (see FIG. 3) also operate under the PCI 
protocol. Accordingly, the PA and PB bus interfaces 84 and 
86 each provide all the functionality required for a compat 
ible interface providing both master and slave operation for 
data transferred to and from the D bus 22 or internal 
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memories and registers of the bridge in the storage sub 
system 90. The bus interfaces 84 and 86 can provide 
diagnostic information to internal bridge status registers in 
the storage subsystem 90 on transition of the bridge to an 
error state (EState) or on detection of an I/O error. 

The device bus interface 82 performs all the functionality 
required for a PCI compliant master and slave interface for 
transferring data to and from one of the PA and PB buses 84 
and 86. The D bus 82 is operable during direct memory 
access (DMA) transfers to provide diagnostic information to 
internal status registers in the storage subsystem 90 of the 
bridge on transition to an EState or on detection of an I/O 
error. 

The bridge control logic 88 performs functions of con 
trolling the bridge in various modes of operation and is 
responsive to timing signals on line 21 from the clock source 
20A shoWn in FIG. 2. The bridge(s) 12 are operable in 
different modes including so-called combined and split 
modes. In a combined mode, the bridge control logic 88 
enables the bridge 12 to route addresses and data betWeen 
the processing sets 14 and 16 (via the PA and PB buses 24 
and 26, respectively) and the devices (via the D bus 22). In 
this combined mode, I/O cycles generated by the processing 
sets 14 and 16 are compared by the bridge control logic 88 
to ensure that both processing sets are operating correctly. 
On detecting a comparison failure, the bridge control logic 
force the bridge 12 into an error-limiting mode (EState) in 
Which device U0 is prevented and diagnostic information is 
collected. In a split mode, the bridge control logic 88 enables 
the bridge 12 to route and arbitrate addresses and data from 
one of the processing sets 14 and 16 onto the D bus 22 and/or 
onto the other one of the processing sets 16 and 14, 
respectively. In this mode of operation, the processing sets 
14 and 16 are not synchroniZed and no I/O comparisons are 
made. DMA operations are also permitted in both modes. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic functional overvieW of the bridge 
control logic 88 shoWn in FIG. 6. 

Address decoding is performed by address decode logic 
136 and 138, Which permits four basic access types: 

an out-of-sync access (i.e. not in the combined mode) by 
one processing set (e.g. processing set 14 of FIG. 1) to 
the other processing set (e.g. processing set 16 of FIG. 
1), in Which case the access is routed from the PA bus 
interface 84 to the PB bus interface 86; 

an access by one of the processing sets 14 and 16 in the 
split mode, or both processing sets 14 and 16 in the 
combined mode to an I/O device on the D bus 22, in 
Which case the access is routed via the D bus interface 

82; 
a DMA access by a device on the D bus 22 to one or both 

of the processing sets 14 and 16, Which Would be 
directed to both processing sets 14 and 16 in the 
combined mode, or to the relevant processing set 14 or 
16 if out-of-sync, and if in a split mode to a processing 
set 14 or 16 Which oWns a slot in Which the device is 

located; and 
a PCI con?guration access to devices in I/O slots. 
The addresses output by the address decoders are passed 

via the initiator and target controllers 138 and 140 to the 
routing matriX 80 via the lines 98 under control of a bridge 
controller 132 and an arbiter 134. 
An arbiter 134 is operable in various different modes to 

arbitrate for use of the bridge on a ?rst-come-?rst-served 
basis using conventional PCI bus signals on the P and D 
buses. 

In a combined mode, the arbiter 134 is operable to 
arbitrate betWeen the in-sync processing sets 14 and 16 and 
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8 
any initiators on the device bus 22 for use of the bridge 12. 
Possible scenarios are: 

processing set access to the device bus 22; 
processing set access to internal registers in the bridge 12; 
Device access to the processing set memory 56. 
In split mode, both processing sets 14 and 16 must 

arbitrate the use of the bridge and thus access to the device 
bus 22 and internal bridge registers. The bridge 12 must also 
contend With initiators on the device bus 22 for use of that 
device bus 22. 
A PCI bus interface in the processing set bus controller(s) 

50 expects to be the master bus controller for the P bus 
concerned, that is it contains the PCI bus arbiter for the PA 
or PB bus to Which it is connected. The bridge 12 cannot 
directly control access to the PA and PB buses 24 and 26. 
The bridge 12 competes for access to the PA or PB bus With 
the processing set on the bus concerned under the control of 
the bus controller 50 on the bus concerned. 

Also shoWn in FIG. 7 are a comparator 130 and a bridge 
controller 132. The comparator 130 is operable to compare 
I/O cycles from the processing sets 14 and 16 to determine 
any out-of-sync events. On determining an out-of-sync 
event, the comparator 130 is operable to cause the bridge 
controller 132 to activate an EState for analysis of the 
out-of-sync event and possible recovery therefrom. 

FIG. 8 is a transition diagram illustrating in more detail 
the various operating modes of the bridge. FIG. 8 illustrates 
the bridge operation divided into three basic modes, namely 
an error state (EState) mode 150, a split state mode 156 and 
a combined state mode 158. The EState mode 150 can be 
further divided into 2 states. 

After initial resetting on poWering up the bridge, or 
folloWing an out-of sync event, the bridge is in this initial 
EState 152. In this state, all Writes are stored in the bridge 
registers 110 and reads from the internal bridge registers are 
alloWed, and all other reads are treated as errors (i.e. they are 
aborted). In this state, the individual processing sets 14 and 
16 perform evaluations for determining a restart time. Each 
processing set 14 and 16 Will determine its oWn restart timer 
timing. The timer setting depends on a “blame” factor for the 
transition to the EState. Aprocessing set that determines that 
it is likely to have caused the error sets a long time for the 
timer. Aprocessing set that thinks it unlikely to have caused 
the error sets a short time for the timer. The ?rst processing 
set 14 and 16 that times out, becomes a primary processing 
set. Accordingly, When this is determined, the bridge moves 
(153) to the primary EState 154. 
When either processing set 14/16 has become the primary 

processing set, the bridge is then operating in the primary 
EState 154. This state alloWs the primary processing set to 
Write to bridge registers. Other Writes are no longer stored in 
the posted Write buffer, but are simply lost. Device bus reads 
are still aborted in the primary EState 154. 
Once the EState condition is removed, the bridge then 

moves (155) to the split state 156. In the split state 156, 
access to the device bus 22 is controlled bydata in the bridge 
registers 110 With access to the bridge storage simply being 
arbitrated. The primary status of the processing sets 14 and 
16 is ignored. Transition to a combined operation is achieved 
by means of a syncireset (157). After issue of the synci 
reset operation, the bridge is then operable in the combined 
state 158, Whereby all read and Write accesses on the D bus 
22 and the PA and PB buses 24 and 26 are alloWed. All such 
accesses on the PA and PB buses 24 and 26 are compared in 
the comparator 130. Detection of a mismatch betWeen any 
read and Write cycles (With an exception of speci?c dissimi 
lar data I/O cycles) cause a transition 151 to the EState 150. 
The various states described are controlled by the bridge 
controller 132. 
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The role of the comparator 130 is to monitor and compare 
I/O operations on the PA and PB buses in the combined state 
158 and, in response to a mismatched signal, to notify the 
bridge controller 132, Whereby the bridge controller 132 
causes the transition 151 to the error state 150. The U0 
operations can include all I/O operations initiated by the 
processing sets, as Well as DMA transfers in respect of DMA 
initiated by a device on the device bus. 
As described above, after an initial reset, the system is in 

the initial EState 152. In this state, neither processing sets 14 
or 16 can access the D bus 22 or the P bus 26 or 24 of the 
other processing set 16 or 14. The internal bridge registers 
110 of the bridge are accessible, but are read only. 
A system running in the combined mode 158 transitions 

to the EState 150 Where there is a comparison failure 
detected in this bridge, or alternatively a comparison failure 
is detected in another bridge in a multi-bridge system as 
shoWn, for eXample, in FIG. 2. Also, transitions to an EState 
150 can occur in other situations, for eXample in the case of 
a softWare-controlled event forming part of a self test 
operation. 
On moving to the EState 150, an interrupt is signaled to 

all or a subset of the processors of the processing sets via an 
interrupt line 95. FolloWing this, all I/O cycles generated on 
a P bus 24 or 26 result in reads being returned With an 
eXception and Writes being recorded in the internal bridge 
registers. 

The comparator 130 is connected to paths 94, 95, 96 and 
97 for comparing address, data and selected control signals 
from the PA and PB bus interfaces 84 and 86. A failed 
comparison of in-sync accesses to device I/ O bus 22 devices 
causes a move from the combined state 158 to the EState 
150. 

FIG. 9 is a How diagram illustrating a possible sequence 
of operating stages Where lockstep errors are detected during 
a combined mode of operation. 

Stage S1 represents the combined mode of operation 
Where lockstep error checking is performed by the compara 
tor 130 shoWn in FIG. 7. 

In Stage S2, a lockstep error is assumed to have been 
detected by the comparator 130. 

In Stage S3, the current state is saved in selected internal 
bridge registers 110 and posted Writes are also saved in other 
internal bridge registers 110. 

After saving the status and posted Writes, at Stage S4 the 
individual processing sets independently seek to evaluate the 
error state and to determine Whether one of the processing 
sets is faulty. This determination is made by the individual 
processors in an error state in Which they individually read 
status from the control state and the internal bridge registers 
110. During this error mode, the arbiter 134 arbitrates for 
access to the bridge 12. 

In Stage S5, one of the processing sets 14 and 16 
establishes itself as the primary processing set. This is 
determined by each of the processing sets identifying a time 
factor based on the estimated degree of responsibility for the 
error, Whereby the ?rst processing set to time out becomes 
the primary processing set. In Stage S5, the status is recov 
ered for that processing set and is copied to the other 
processing set. The primary processing is able to access the 
posted Write information from the internal bridge registers 
110. 

In Stage S6, the bridge is operable in a split mode. If it is 
possible to re-establish an equivalent status for the ?rst and 
second processing sets, then a reset is issued at Stage S7 to 
put the processing sets in the combined mode at Stage S1. 
HoWever, it may not be possible to re-establish an equivalent 
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state until a faulty processing set is replaced. Accordingly 
the system Will stay in the Split mode of Stage S6 in order 
to continued operation based on a single processing set. 
After replacing the faulty processing set the system could 
then establish an equivalent state and move via Stage S7 to 
Stage S1. 

There noW folloWs a description of an eXample of a 
mechanism for enabling automatic recovery from an EState. 
The automatic recovery process includes reintegration of 

the state of the processing sets to a common status in order 
to attempt a restart in lockstep. To achieve this, the process 
ing set Which asserts itself as the primary processing set as 
described above copies its complete state to the other 
processing set. This involves ensuring that the content of the 
memory of both processors is the same before trying a restart 
in lockstep mode. 

HoWever, a problem With the copying of the content of the 
memory from one processing set is that a memory access 
may Well be performed during this period, for eXample as a 
result of a device connected to the D bus 22 making a direct 
memory access (DMA) request for access to the memory of 
the primary processing set. Also, simple operation of the 
primary processing set, for maintaining operation of the 
system as a Whole, can cause a Write to its oWn memory. If 
a Write is made to an area of memory that has already been 
copied, this Would result in the memory state of the tWo 
processors at the end of the copy not being the same. In 
principle, it Would be possible to inhibit Writes for the Whole 
of the copy process. HoWever, this Would be undesirable, 
bearing in mind that it is desirable to minimise the time that 
the system or the resources of the system are unavailable. It 
is for such reasons that the dirty RAMs 75, etc. are provided 
in the present system. 
The structure of eXamples of dirty RAMs 75 for embodi 

ments of the present invention are described in more detail 
hereinafter. HoWever, for the present, it is merely necessary 
to knoW that a dirty RAM 75 provides a dirty indicator, for 
eXample a dirty bit, for each block, or page of memory. The 
bit for a page of memory is set When a Write access to the 
area of memory concerned is made. The bit for a page of 
processing set memory is set automatically by a hardWare 
address decoder that monitors addresses on the address bus 
lines of the internal bus 74 When a Write access is made to 
that page of memory. The dirty RAM 75 can be reset, or 
cleared When it is read by a processing set, for eXample by 
means of read and clear instructions at the beginning of a 
copy pass, so that it can start to record pages Which are 
dirtied since a given time. 

Accordingly, at the end of the copy pass the bits in the 
dirty RAM 75 Will indicate those pages of processing set 
memory that have been changed (or dirtied) by Writes during 
the period of the copy. A further copy pass can then be 
performed for only those pages of memory that have been 
dirtied. This Will take less time that a full copy of the 
memory. Accordingly, there are typically less pages marked 
as dirty at the end of the neXt copy pass and, as a result, the 
copy passes can become shorter and shorter. As some time 
it is necessary to decide to inhibit Writes for a short period 
for a ?nal, short, copy pass, at the end of Which the 
memories of the tWo processing sets Will be the same and the 
primary processing set can issue a reset operation to restart 
the combined mode. 
The dirty RAM 75 address is decoded by the dirty RAM 

control logic from the bits that de?ne pages addresses on the 
address lines of the bus 74. Erroneous accesses that present 
illegal combinations of these address bits can also be 
mapped into the dirty RAM 75 and can cause a bit to be 
dirtied on a Write. 
















